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PREFACE
The achievement of an optimal allocation of rural lands between
agricultural and nonagricultural uses requires attention to the suitability
of the land for both uses.

A complete study of land use would include a

cataloguing and classification of those factors or conditions that make
rural land suitable for agricultural and nonagricultural uses, with special
attention to differentiation between the two, and an identification and
classification of the rural areas suitable for rural residential development.
The principal objective of this study is to develop an index or
classification scheme of those factors and conditions that determine the
suitability of rural land for residential use.

Such an index could assist

those responsible for developing public policy or programs involving land
development and for maintaining oversight of current land development in
areas that are both rural in nature and in close proximity to urbanized

areas. /i The index could also be the basis for developing an inventory of
prime residential sites in rural areas.

The identification and classification of rural areas in Nebraska
suitable for rural residential development is a logical extension of the
research of this study.
Three tasks were undertaken in the attempt to attain the principal
objective of this study.

These tasks were:

(1) survey of related

literature, (2) development of a list of factors or conditions and a model
for using these factors or conditions in identifying prime residential
land, (3) application of the model in an investigation of the residential
land developments in two of Nebraska's urban-oriented counties.

In

addition, a limited examination of the relationship of the index and
remote sensing was made.

Ralph H. Todd
Director
Center for Applied Urban Research
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Urban Sprawl and Urban-Rural Migration
The lack of continuity in expansion of population and connnercial
activities in the space adjacent to many cities is a connnon phenomenon in

the United States today.

The intermixture of open and developed areas that

results is often referred to as urban sprawl.

Such a development of large

closely settled areas intermingled with unused areas creates a discontinuity
in the use of space and raises the possibility of high costs of social
services and of private transportation.

The effects of the mushrooming

of subdivisions nearby but not contiguous to the legal boundaries of both
relatively small communities and major urban centers are of particular

concern to those responsible for the policies and practices that affect
the allocation of land.
The population data of the early 1970's indicate a reversal of the
general movement of people from rural to urbanized areas.

Now rural out-

migration is being combined with central or core area out-migration, with

much of the migrating population settling in the suburban or fringe areas.
Thus, population is growing in the areas adjacent to urbanized areas at
the greater rates.

Although population is not necessarily moving "back

to the farm," it is locating outside the areas of high population density
in more rural areas.

Regardless of whether this growth pattern had been

of the "leap-frogging" type or of a more orderly nature, there has been
much residential and commercial development on the perimeters of Nebraska's
population centers.
The disparity of population growth between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas is particularly acute in the fringe areas and small
rural communities surrounding major population centers.

For instance

according to a recent population estimate of the Omaha-Council Bluffs

1

Metropolitan Area Planning Agency the unincorporated area of Douglas County,
Nebraska, gained in population by about 105 percent from 1970 to 1976,
while the total Omaha metropolitan area (which includes the Nebraska counties
of Douglas and Sarpy and the Iowa County of Pottawatamie) gained by about
11 percent.

1

Major reasons cited for the urban-to-nonurban movement of

families are deterioration of the inner cities, an increase in traffic
congestion and air and noise pollution in the city, an increase in average

family income, and a search for a better quality of life.

There have also

been numerous cases where relatively large housing developments have sprung
up on the perimeters of the State's smaller cities and towns.

The resultant

sprawl has been similar to those metropolitan cases which are more noticeable
by reason of the magnitude of the development.
The related urban-to-rural nonfarm spatial reorientation of the
population has been accompanied by increases in the demand for housing
and housing-related goods and services in the fringe areas of major cities
and many small rural communities.

The sprawl into areas contiguous to

urban areas has, .therefore, been accompanied by the conversion of land
from agricultural uses to residential and residential-related uses.

In

Douglas County, Nebraska, between 1970 and 1976, about 2,400 acres of farmland were converted to residential uses with the construction of 950 dwelling
2
units.
The rapid conversion of land to residential and commercial sites has
created concern among farmers, environmentalists, and local land use

planning officials.

Local public officials are concerned with the over-

loaded utility systems, the increased demand for public services, and the
concomitant need for increases in local public revenues via property
reassessments and tax rate increases.

Environmentalists are concerned

with the destruction of nature in general and the degradation of environmental quality.

Less visible, yet of no small consequence, has been the

concern of those interested in maintaining prime agricultural land in that
use.

These concerns give rise, therefore, to the development of public

programs as the best means for "balancing" the claims of the various groups.
1

MAPA Region Facts, Vol. II:l,

Summer, 1977,

2

pp. 1, 2.

Unpublished data provided by Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan Area
Planning Agency.

2

The Need for Land Use Identification
As the pressure for conversion of farmland to nonagricultural uses has
increased, the concerns of the various interest groups have also increased.
These competing concerns, when articulated, have directed attention to the
need for identification of prime agricultur?l land for public policy
purposes.

Much less attention has been paid by policy makers to identifying

the qualities of land, whether it be agricultural or nonagricultural land,
which make it ideal for single or multiple family residential uses.

As

a result, there.is an absence of any such criteria and few attempts have

been made to identify and inventory

prime residential land. 3

The identification of alternative land uses is a necessary part of
day-to-day planning of private organizations and policy formulation by
public agencies involved in determining the "best use" for parcels of
4
rural land. The identification process could be facilitated by the use
of a set of criteria that, through the application of survey techniques,
makes the actual identification possible--especially in the case of the
5
public policy makers.
The Need for Preservation of Farmland
Any identification of rural land use must recognize the relationship
between residential and agricultural usage in many locations.

There are,

3

rnstances where attention has been given to this matter are limited
to cases where local or regional land use plans exist that apply to areas
contiguous to existant urban settlements. Such an instance occurs in the
Omaha portion of the Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan Area Planning
Agency's area plan, which, although neither legislated nor administered
by the Agency, serves as a guide for regional land use development in the
Omaha-Council Bluffs metropolitan area.
4
Emphasis here is on factors that relate to rural land use as a result
of the urban-to-rural movement of population. Urban land use is considered
to be outside the realm of this study, even though its consideration is
relevant to any overall regional land use program.
5

Reference to and emphasis upon "public policy making" implies an
assumption that the allocation of land among its alternative uses is not
left completely to the workings of a free market system. This is not
being advocated here, however; rather this is merely an acknowledgment of
the likely presence of some form of social control over land as a resource.

3

of course, instances where prime agricultural land may be of little value
for residential development, and vice versa.
parcel of land is suitable for both uses.

Instances exist where a

Given, however, the likelihood

of something less than complete substitutability, a range of choices will
exist.

Thus, given the necessity of choice, there is the need for the

development of a public policy concerning such development if the market
place should be deemed to be less than totally appropriate as an allocative
mechanism.

The delineation of prime residential land may take place within a
system which reserves prize rural land for agricultural uses or with a
system which does not set aside prime agricultural land, thus, rural land
may be evaluated and that portion considered appropriate for agricultural
uses identified and set aside, with the remainder being considered as
potential residential land.

Or, rural land may be considered and evaluated

as potential residential land regardless of its potential for agricultural
uses.

The approach chosen will reflect both the interests and the effective

power of various vested interested groups.
Residential development in rural areas exerts an impact upon agricultural activities as a whole.

This impact has become of considerable

concern to farmers, local government officials, and various environmental

groups.

The conversion of farmland into residential and other residential-

related uses represents a loss of food production, a reduction in open
space, and a decrease in environmental amenities.

In terms of total acreage in the nation, the conversion of cropland
to urban related uses is not of great consequence.

In the U.S., about

750,000 acres of cropland were converted to urban uses annually over the
6
eight year period between 1967 and 1975.
As a proportion of the total
national cropland acreage, which is about 385 million acres, the loss of
cropland to urban-related uses accounts annually for only 0.2 percent of
the total cropland acreage. However, indirect effects, such as damage to
crops from air p·ollution, may affect a much larger area.

Also, national

aggregates obscure the variations in impact on particular regions or
localities.
6
uSDA Census of Agriculture, 1969, 1976.

4
,,

'.l.

Public policy makers may be willing to give residential land use a
ranking equal to, if not greater than, agricultural land use.

Perhaps of

greater concern to policy makers should be the productive capacity of the
land being taken up by urban-related and rural-nonfarm population growth.
Once a shift from agricultural to nonagricultural use has occurred it is
usually irreversible.

Acreage taken out of .production for urban-related

uses is often land which will produce substantial yields with few energy
inputs.

New cropland acreage is increasingly being developed in marginal

areas where yields are likely to be more variable and can be maintained
only with considerable investment of capital and energy.
It is gen.erally agreed that the U.S. will be able to meet its
anticipated domestic food needs and moderately high export demand in the
7
decade ahead.
Thus, although each case may be different, there is
certainly a range in the extent to which policy makers are pressured to
retain agricultural land in food and feed production.
Income and wealth differences among regions may justify the retention
of prime agricultural land in order to maintain agriculture as a viable
local industry.

If farmland were zoned, and frozen into agricultural uses,

rural owners of these lands might forfeit the price appreciation that
would have occurred in a free market given the possibility of increased
land demand for other non-farming uses.

Concomitantly, owners of non-

prime farmland might receive a monetary gain as a result of a decrease
in the amount of rural land available for residential development.

This,

however, is an equity problem that might be too costly to resolve in a
particular locality.
There are some cases where the free market has failed to provide an
optimal quantity of open space and envirorunental amenities.

Open space

and environmental amenities can be c;:onsidered as "collective goods" and

would theoretically warrant goverrunental intervention in the market.

Given

that open space is often linked with agricultural use of land, it is an
empirical question as to whether a land market or a zoning process that
7

see various places in Marion Clawson, "Urban Sprawl and Speculation
in Suburban Land," Land Economics, May 1972, and in Delworth B. Gardner,
"The Economics of Agricultural Land Preservation," a paper presented at
the American Agricultural Economics Association meeting, San Diego, July
31 - August 3, 1977.

5

incorporated agricultural productivity criteria would provide snore socially
optilllal quantities of open space and environmental amenities.

A sensible

and efficient nonroarket way to overcome the shortage of open space would
seem to call for either open space selection criteria and zoning on that
basis or public acquisition of the requisite lands in the snarket place,
The idea of retaining and allocating land to farmland uses by extra'

market means may, of course, be pr','Illature and not justifiable, particularly
from the point of view of public policy makers.

Legislative actions which

have been proposed to date might involve high social cost, an impairment
of property rights, a significant loss of J:reedom for landowners, and
might even be in:illlical to the interest of most farm owners and operators.
Any means for identifying prime residential land ·may be applied only
after determining whether farmland preservation, although a viable option
and certainly neither irrational nor unpopular, is or is not to take
precedence over residential use,

Since

much land could qualify for either

use, the ultilllate choice becomes a matter of public policy and/or market
forces and is not, as a general rule, dealt with through application of
an index such as that developed in this study,
The position taken in this study is that prime farmland preservation
does not enter into the model in defining prime residential land..

Thus,

land that might be considered prime farmland as well as prime residential
land will not be excluded from the supply of pr:illle residential land.
Although there may ultimately be a choice as to which use the land is
to be put, the choice is not determined by the application of a particular
land identification index.
The Design of the Study
The characteristics of prillle residential sites in rural areas have
been investigated in three stages.

:First, a comprehensive list of factors

and questions believed relevant to the identification process have been
compiled from a survey of earlier studies.

Second, actual decisions by

developers of previously rural land in two Nebraska counties, Sarpy and
Washington, have been observed.

Finally, the applicability of the hypo-

thetical considerations to actual practice in these two cases has been
evaluated.

6

CHAPTER 2
RESIDENTIAL LAND IDENTIFICATION:
A HYPOTHETICAL LIST OF RELEVANT FACTORS
Introduction
Seldom do any hard and fast rules govern residential site selection.
Even governmental regulations, which often reflect political expediency,
may have little specificity as to what is required.

As a first step in

developing a set of parameters regarding site selection it becomes useful
to consider questions that could be asked regarding a particular site.
Then, to the extent possible, limitations or conditions can be specified
which further delineate the site's appropriateness for residential use.
There are two main categories of factors about which questions must

be asked and specifications made:

(1) physical and environmental factors,

which govern whether the site is free of major constraints, and (2) socioeconomic factors, which detennine whether the site gives occupants

reasonable access to employment, health care, cultural attractions and
recreation at acceptable costs.

Given the data necessary to quantify the

factors, a selection process could make the final determination from available alternatives.
Findings From Related Studies
The literature does not contain any comprehensive body of empirical
studies that provides lists of factors and related conditions that enter
into decisions as to rural land use in general and rural residential land
use in particular.

Nor are there availab.le generalized models of the

process for obtaining the data and for evaluating them.

It is necessary,

therefore, to look at sources relating to site location, developer and
consumer behavior, and general land use studies in order to develop a

7

workable model for identifying prime residential land in rural areas.

8

Contributing to the lack of a generalized set of factors has been the
multiplicity of the principals involved in the identification and the
allocation process.

On the demand side are the customary final residence

and residential site buyers.

On the supply side are the original resource
'

In a dual role are the land
.
land buyers and later as developers become land

owners or suppliers of parcels of land,
developers, who serve as
suppliers.

It may be argued that "a description of the decision-making process
in urban expansion could begin almost anywhere ... [yet] that starting place
,,9 That the land developer plays a
seems o f ten to be the d eve 1 oper ...•
major role in the process of allocating land to residential use is also
noted. 10 However, even the few available studies do not reveal use, by
.either the final buyers or the developers, of standardized or common
classifications of factors or conditions in the decisions. Thus one
0
classification 11 places only a.generalized emphasis on four factors given

as being significantly more important than others:

proper zoning, access

to trunk sewers, price of land, and physical availability of developable
land.''

The general applicability of the findings of the Goldberg study, which
was concerned with land development in the Vancouver, B.C. region, has one

important limitation.

There was a governmental requirement that all

connections be made to a sewer trunk.

In situations such as in Nebraska,

where local sewage disposal arrangements are permitted, absolute accessibility to a sewer trunk (or any other such public utility) would not be
i

8 In the bibliography is a selective list of annotated articles and
monographs. These deal with residential land development from a variety
of viewpoints appropriate to this study.

9

I

.
See Marion Clawson, Suburban Land Conversion in the United States:
An Economic and Governmental Process. (Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins
University Press, 1971), p. 58.

! '

10 see Michael A, Goldberg's articles, "Residential Development Behavior;
Some Empirical Findings," in Land Economics, Vol. 50:l, February, 1974.
and "Residential Development Behavior, 197 5: Additional Empirical Findings;"
in Land Economics, Vol. 52:3, August, 1979. ·

us ee

.
various
comments and references Goldberg's articles listed

above,especially page 86 of February,1974,article.

8

considered so important as a determinant of the decision,
12
In Hovinen's study
the final residents provided a list of the ''most
important reasons for purchasing at locations" in residential developments
that contained at least fifteen single-family housing units, dating from
1956 or later and separated by at least one-half mile from any pre-existing
cluster of development.

Also reported were advantages and disadvantages
•
of home ownership at the locations. Final users' reasons for selecting
the site may be taken as influential on developers.

Such reasons or

conditions, while not completely equal to developers' reasons, would have
been relevant to developers' decisions and, hence, indicative of conditions

or factors that governed the allocation of rural land into residential sites.
The s·tudy noted only broad categories such as "natural amenities," "economic
considerations," "location to employment," "size and type of house,"

and "type of people" as· 11 important reasons for purchase at the
location."

Large proportions of the respondents listed "natural amenities 11

and "locatio_n close to schools, work, services," as "advantages of house
ownership at the location," with lesser importance given to such

aspects as to the quality of schools and house and neighbors.

11

nonsite 11

''Distance"

was therefore identified as of some importance,
13
Hushak
found that "distance of the parcel [of land] from a major
urban center, 11 "distance from a major urban access- highway, 11 "distance from

a railroad," "zoning or other restrictive use policies to which the land
is subject," and "property tax structure" all enter into the demand for
urban-rural fringe land, its price and the derived demand of land developers.
No ranking of the relative importance of these factors or conditions was
reported however.

Again "distance" was identified as the common denominator

for a number of conditions which important enough to be noted.

It should

be remembered, however, that distance minimization might not be the desired
conditions.

A lesser distance is preferable when considering access to a

highway, whereas a greater distance from a railroad is likely to be desired.
A number of studies have attempted to identify and to prioritize
conditions, characteristics, or determinants deemed relevant to the process
12

Gary Hovinen, "Leapfrog Developments in Lancaster County: A Study
of Resident's Perceptions and Attitudes," The Profes-sional Geographer,
Vol. 29:2, 1977.
13

Leroy J, Hushak, "The Urban Demand for Urban-Rural Fringe Land,"
Land Economics, Vol. 51:2, May, 1975.

9

of residential site selection.
country living

11

Thus, for example,

14

the "desire for

becomes a factor involved in the choice of ex.urban, quasi-

rural-yet-nonagricultural locations that in raany cases contribute to urban
sprawl.
11

11

Country living," which equates with particular conditions of

open space' 1 and "related natural amenities~" was not, however, an all-

governing determinant.

Other important cqnditions were given in the

Hovinen study as 'reasons for purchase.

Such "natural amenities

11

as

surrounding open space, good view and quietness were identified as by
only 20 percent of respondents the single most important reason.

Economic

considerations--especially costs of housing and lost--ranked highest for
19 percent of the respondents.

Location with respect to distance to

employment was rated most important in 17 percent of the replies.

That

the "distance" factor was important is also indicated by the emphasis
placed by 19 percent of the respondents who

felt "distance to services

and lack of public transporta-tion" to be the most important disadvantage
of their locations.

Having located and by their actions having given

priority to advantages that outweigh

disadvantages, the respondents'

decisions may be presumed to have reflected the economic cost of overcoming
distance--regardless of the degree of overt consideration taken of such
cost.

Another study

15

found evidence that about 30 miles is the upper limit

to the distance which those who "desire to live in small towns or rural
areas" are willing to live from

11

a city of over 50,000.

11

Thus it would

appear that although there could be a considerable range to the distance
which is relevant, distance is .a direct or surrogate determinant of

residential land use.

The finding of this study might, however, be unique

to Wisconsin's situation and, therefore, not appropriate to Nebraska's.

Hushak 16 found that price per acre of residential, agricultural, and
commercial land was significantly related to distance.

Distances "from

14Hovinen,
.
l oc. cit.
.
15James J. Zuiches and Glenn V. Fuguitt, "Residential Preferences and

Population Distribution," Demography, Vol. 12:3, August, 1975.

16Hushak, loc. cit., various pages.

10

the urban center, 11

11

from a major urban access high~vay, 11 and nfrom a

railroad 11 --as well as zoning regulations, tax structures, and location

with respect to incorporated urban centers--were found to be important
independent variables in a demand function developed and tested by the
author.
Kaiser,

17

although concerned primarily with the relevance to the

developers' decision on such aspects as the type of firm involved, the
variation in the scale of developers' operations, the entrepreneurial

approach, and the life cycle of the firm, found that favorable distance
conditions or situations were sought and a premium placed on them.
finding of the study was that, generally,

One

higher priced subdivisions

tend to be located at sites having higher values of the site characteristics
18
than sites selected for a lower price range.
When the distances noted
above were such as to result in advantageous values for that site's
characteristics, distance became an important determinant of the price of
the subdivision.

Thus, the more favorable the distance situation, the

higher the price of the subdivision, and, hence the higher the degree to
which the land becomes a "prime" residential site--it being assumed here
that one indicator of a prime site would have been its

higher price.

In the studies noted above, as well as in others noted elsewhere,
two aspects are especially relevant.

19

First, it is the land developer

and/or residence builders who play the major role in the identification
and allocation processes.

Second, distance--in both psychological and

economic senses--appears as an important factor.

A desire to minimize

isolation or maximize nearness to amenities may be viewed as either a

psychological or an economic matter, or both.

Clustering in order to

lessen certain distances is an example of a possible combination of motives.

The cost of overcoming the distance to and from, say, a center of employment iS an economic consideration.

Minimization of the distance to the

17

Edward J. Kaiser, "Locational Decision Factors in a Producer Model
of Residential Development," Land Economics, Vol. 44: 3, August, 1968.
18

see Kaiser, loc. cit., p. 358 for table recording measures of

association between site characteristics, including various "distances, 11

and price range and p. 359 for summary of the statistical findings of the
study.
19

see annotated items in the bibliography.

11

nearest residential development or "neighbor, 11 may reflect a
numbers" motive.

11

safety in

When, however, developers are the principal decision

makers, the psychological influences may be give.n less weight than the
economic.

Regardless of their relative importances, it appears that these

two influences would work to minimize distance--other influences being
assumed neutral.

-.-

Simple distance, per se, may be taken as the element

--

that can be used as a first approximation of the condition that is to be
minimized.

To say, for example, that a residential site or development

should be located as close as possible to another development and within
two miles of a major arterial highway that in turn provides access to an
urban center which preferably should be no more than 30 miles away
is to

include

several economic and psychological aspects within a

measurable spatial or distance factor.
Due to the paucity of empirical studies there are not enough data
available for establishing a set of conditions or factors ranked or weighted
as to relative importance.

Even if such a ranking were available from one

or more studies, it would be unlikely that the findings for one geographic
area apply even in a general way to other areas.

Each area would be likely

to l1ave a different set of circumstances and thus each area would have a

different model or index of factors.

Local behavioral patterns must be

predicated on local empirical observations and findings.
Residential Land Identification Factors:
A Hypothetical List
The following list represents a compendium of factors noted in the
literature and arrived ·at by the researchers involved in this study in
the course of their a priori deliberations.

This list is to be taken as

a point of departure for considerations in Chapters 3 and 4 of this report.
Physical and Environmental Factors
Soil Structure. Does the structure of the soil, as well as the
drainage capability, permit the building of residential structures?
Topographic Conditions. Does the angle of the slope fall within
acceptable limits for the soil and bedrock type? Is the area in
active fault zones?

Flood Risks. Is the site for residential development located outside
of those areas considered to be flood prone? Do any future plans for
the region include small dam facilities which may endanger present
sites or future growth of an existing site?

12

Noise Levels. Is the land site close to or in the traffic corridor
of air and ground vehicles? Does the noise level ever become greater
than an "acceptable" level of, say, 85 dBA?
Utilities. Can utilities be extended from existing lines without any
problems from the utility producers, local ordinances, and environmental constraints? Can utility demands be met in the future if the
development is initiated? Are there any utility structures present
which may be nonconforming to residentfal developments such as power
transmission lines or pipe lines? Does the water supply come from
local sources or is it brought in from a distance? If developed
locally, can the water be treated without any major expenditure?
Odor Emissions. Does the residential development exist in an area
where the prevailing winds would bring in noxious emissions from
a nearby industrial or agricultural facility? Does the local
microclimate permit a healthful environment (e.g., constant
circulation of air)?
Other Environmental Considerations. Is the area and type of development such that it would inhibit the operation of ecosystems beyond
its immediate boundaries?
Expectations. What are the expectations as to the future condition
of the physical and environmental factors, expecially with respect
to those affected by public policy making agencies? Can improvements
in available power sources be expected?
Socioeconomic Factors

Transportation Conditions. What is the condition, type, and capacity
of the nearby road network? What are the time-distances to various
social.and economic activities that may be of interest to the local
resident? Are the costs of transportation within affordable limits?
Employment Conditions. Is there a variety of employment opportunities
within commuting distance of the residential site?
Community .Amenities. Is a variety of connnunity amenities within
commuting distance of the residential sites? Are there any particular
environments present which may be appealing to the local resident?

Development Costs. Is location influenced by estimates of land value
that arise out of public reaction to various locations and land uses?
Locally, what is the supply of credit and what are the conditions of
credit? Do the Federal tax laws favor the development of residential
land at this site? Can the overall cost of the residential site be
met by the average consumer in realistic terms (based upon the
consumer's income)?

Food Reduction Effects.
land out of production?

What is the effect of taking agricultural

13
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Growth Patterns. How does the site of the residential development
relate to the growth patterns of the nearest urban communities?
What are the potential growth patterns for the residential development?
Will there be any possible conflict between the growth patterns of the
nearest community and the potential residential site?
Other Factors. Is there guaranteed z.oning or land use. protection
for the proposed residential development? What factors are present
that have caused failure in previous residential developments on
similar sites?

Expectations. What are the expectations as to the socioeconomic
factors, especially with respect to those affected by actions of
public policy making agencies? Should, for example, plans for certain
types of residential development really presume as certain the existent
employment opportunities? Or, should such plans be, say, optimistic
and presume that such opportunities as currently exist may be enhanced?
Residential Land Identification:
A Hypothetical Selection Process
Given a list of factors relevant to the identification of rural resi-

dential land sites and the questions related to such factors, a process
for obtaining the information necessary for an evaluation of the appropriateness of a particular area or site must be developed.

An example of

such a process is offered here only a8 a point of departure.

The process could involve the following steps:

j

1.

Determine the population of the urban community nearest to the
site or area of the potential residential land.

2.

Determine the direction of the urban growth of the community
identified in (1) above.

3.

Determine the mean center of the area of employment relative to
the people found in the sector of urban growth in the community
identified in (1) above.

4.

Within the sector of urban growth (2 above), determine the area
encompassed by an arc with a thirty (30) mile radius using the
mean center of employment as the vertex.

S.

Within the area created in (4) above, determine what areas are
uninhabitable by reason of, for example, water bodies or builtup land·.

6.

Using local sources and/or field analysis, determine which areas
are flood prone, have too steep a topography (e.g., over 17 percent
slope), are in high noise corridors, and are in active fault zones.

j
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7.

With respect to those areas left as acceptable for residential
land use (after doing 5 and 6 above), identify the transportation
network and the optimum degree of connectivity and the index of
directness.

8.

determine and rank the "upper 50 percent" of the areas produced
from the above steps.

9.

From the "upper 50 percent" determined in 8 above, obtain for
each potential area or site the arithmetic average distance for
those distances deemed to be relevant--such as minimum distances
to a paved road, of access to an Interstate highway, to a shopping
area, and to an employment center.

10.

Rank those sites for which average distances were calculated in
9 above, with lowest average ranked as most favorable.

11.

Consider that site, or group of sites, that has the most favorable
rank or ranks (in 10 above) as "prime residential land" sites.

Hypothetically, if the above process were carried out and the necessary
information obtained, an evaluation of the appropriateness of various areas

as residential sites would have been made.

Realistically, however, there

are a number of reasons for this process being very difficult to carry
out.

Most of these reasons reflect the difficulty of moving from the

hypothetical to the operational.

There is no assurance that all relevant

factors are actually considered, nor does listing the steps of a logical
process insure that the process applied will be either logical or comprehensive.

Finally, the necessary data may not be obtainable.

In practice,

there are therefore many instances where the process applied is at best
only a first approximation of the hypothetical process.
Since no practical mechanism is readily available, or coTIUD.only in
practice, for making a simultaneous maximization/minimization (at least

at the level of practicality commonly required by land developers and
public officials), the applied process may take on the character of iteration.
Iteration is a process of elimi11ation by successive comparisons using

differing criteria.

For example, a "distance" criterion might be applied

first to rule out certain sites as inappropriate; then, to those re~aining,
another criterion, such as "success of other nearby developed sites,"

might be applied; and so on until the selection is made.
As is often the case in making a choice, when the several existing
alternatives reflect several variables that range over a continuum rather
than at the two extremes, simplifications are made in the choice process.

15

Certain factors are disregarded, either by reason of their relative
unimportance or by reason of the difficulties involved in obtaining the
desired information.

Also, certain advantages or disadvantages may be

common to all possible sites in a broad spati.al area.

If, for example,

a certain deficiency is duly noted as common to all and judged not to be
of such importance as to preclude furth€r consideration of the area or
group of sites, then it may in

effect be

disregarded

in the evaluation.

I!l
\j

l .!
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CHAPTER 3
RESIDENTIAL LAND IDENTIFICATION:

IN PRACTICE

Introduction
The considerations of the previous section and other studies noted
indicate that the actual process of identification and/or allocation is
likely to be different from the hypothetical or theoretical.
are involved in determining land use.

Many forces

Some of these are embodied or

reflected in the activities of private parties; others, in the activities
of agencies that represent the public at large.

Some of these forces

work through the "marketplace;" others reflect authoritarian decision
making.

Thus, the identification processes in actual operation reflect

the decisions of a variety of groups and individuals.

Even in the case

of a particular group, the divergence of the applied from the hypothetical
may reflect an unplanned, pragmatic compromise or in some instances a
deliberate acceptance of a less scientific, less rational decision making
process.

Land developers and public planning boards, being practitioners,

are not always able to resort to highly sophisticated routines nor do they
always have the necessary data needed for meeting all the conditions of
theoretical decision making.

The applied quite often becomes a first

approximation of the theoretical.
Any attempt to construct or apply a model for identifying rural
residential land must take into consideration the modus operandi of those
putting into effect decisions to purchase and allocate rural land into
homesites.

Comparisons of the~ priori, expected results of a hypothetical

or theoretical model with the observed actions of, for example, homesite
land developers should provide additional information for introduction
into the model.

Also, at least to a limited extent, such an investigation

should provide some "test" of the validity and practicality of the model.
Should a simple, first-approximation model be shown to suffice, then its
makeup and application should be demonstrated.
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In that which follows the operation of residential land developers
20
will be considered as of prime importance.
The results of their decisions
and actions--as embodied in residential developments--will be analyzed for
their implications as to the prevalent determinants of rural land allocation
into homesites with, as previously noted, special attention given to
"distance."

.

From such empirical . findings additions to and modifications of

the model will be made in order to arrive at a model that, if deemed feasible,
is amenable to the use of remote sensing as a means for gathering at least
some of the information needed.
Role of the Residential Land Developer
Land developers are probably the single most important group involved
in interpreting what is prime residential land.

Public agencies may set

up certain conditions which must be met if the land is to be used in
residential development.

Public policy will, of course, reflect a different

set of objectives and judgmental criteria from those applied by private
residential developers and their customers, the ultimate purchasers of
1i'

residential sites.

i.
I

In the role of a producer of residential shelter, a developer must
react not only to the demand of the ultimate shelter user.

The developer

must react also to all those forces present on the supply side of the market.
The decision to purchase a parcel of land and combine it with other
resources into a package called a residence involves the developer in an
evaluation of economic and technological factors.

In the early stages of

such an evaluation, the technological factors should be the principal
concern.

If, for example, a parcel of land failed to meet certain physical

or environmental criteria, little additional consideration would be given
to its "profitability."

Of course, the economic factors might call for

rejection of the technologically suited land.

There are of course cases

of exceptions, where land is that is neither technologically nor economically
suited has been developed.
ZOThree groups of participants predominate in the process of residential
land use identification: public agencies, land developers/residential
builders, and ultimate purchasers of the residences. The principal attention
or concern of public agencies is usually with "regulating" choice among
alternative uses rather than the decision as to a particular use. The
ultimate purchasers also ordinarily leave much of the initial choice to a
developer or builder. It can, therefore, be presumed, for the purposes of
this study at least, that developers are the principal decision making group.
18
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As the decision makers of the first order, land developers commit
time and money to plat and develop sites.

They may not always build

structures on the platted land, but they do select their locations and
effect a quasi-commitment of them to the landsites.

It is the developers

who lay the groundwork for turning raw land which may also be useful as
agricultural land into residential land.

This act alone may not make the

land in its new use "prime" residential land.

Few developers, however,

would knowingly commit the energy and capital to what they would consider
21
as currently or potentially marginal or less-than-prime sites.
For
purposes of this study, it can be assumed that land parcels that have been
designated by developers' actions for residential use have been thus rated
as "prime."

Even though the developer's demand for land is argued to be a derived
demand and, therefore, reflective of the aggregate demand of residential
purchasers, the decision to acquire and offer a parcel for use as a
homesite also reflects certain supply factors.

The costs of acquisition

and preparation are just as important to the developer's decision as the
revenue expected from the sale of the land parcel either as a particular
semi-finished resource or as a part of a mixture of resources known as a
residence.

Developers' actions cannot be' separated completely into those determined
by monetary or nonmonetary factors.

It appears generally true that their

overriding concern is to develop parcels of land.that can be sold at a
profit.

Moreover, in so far as developers are concerned, not only such

elements as final demand for new housing, price of land, availability and
cost of funds, but also general expectations as to future fortunes may be
given considerable weight in the decision relevant to the land in question.
Even so, developers may give attention also to the non-economic factors
outlined in the hypothetical model previously presented--with a weighting
.
o f t h ese against
t h e econom i c. 22
21

"Prime" is a state of being rated superior to other levels of
usefulness, yet this rating can only be made technically if all factors,
economic and lJ..on-economic, are involved in the -evaluation.

22

Even such an unquantifiable element as self aggrandizement may be
the motivation for a residential development, which perpetuates one's "name"
or "image," with monetary gain being considered to be of lesser importance.
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Predevelopment Factors in the Choice
of Prime Residential Land Sites
Developers are extremely sensitive to predevelopment conditions of a
prospective residential site.

Existing utilities, routes of access,

shopping facilities, schools, jobs, and the existing and potential
presence of other residential developments are all primary considerations.
'

Water and sewer lines pushed into raw land by the public sector are
invitations to a developer to consider the area seriously for prospective

residential development.

The availability of power via electric and

natural gas lines adds attractiveness.
are rare in many rural areas.

Such predevelopment conditions

Paved roads and high capacity highways,

although less rare in most rural areas, are important when evaluating
access to shopping facilities, schools, and jobs.

Common to most of these

conditions is the element of distance, which in the absolute may serve as
a first approximation of the cost of attaining the conditions.
Location

Based upon the findings of a field survey of developers in Sarpy and
Washington Counties and other studies, it appears that the general case
is one for which the "ideal" site might be, for example, less than 15
miles from a sizeable cluster of modern shopping facilities; be close to
schools in the "right" school district (this depends in part upon the image
of the district held by the public and in part upon the special conditions
created by busing); and be within two miles of a high capacity highway by
means of which the residents could minimize the time of journey to work,
with that

journey

being not more than 30 miles.

Preferably, access to

the high capacity highway would be via paved roads and, therefore, the
prospective residential site or area would be bordered by a paved road.
Relatively few developers admit to being "pioneers," moreover.
to follow the leader.

They tend

One successful residential development tends to

attract another and if the second can be contiguous to the first, all the
better.

This can result in a clustering of residential developments

contiguous to one another, even though the clusters are not contiguous to
the legal boundaries of previously-established urban areas.

Importantly,

the one measurable element common to nearly all such considerations is
11

distaiiCe."
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Timing
Theoretically, the contiguity principle should result in a residential
development being in the

growth thrust

of a nearby urban node.

developments are in the "cutting edge" of such a thrust.

Thus such

More venturesome

developers attempt to read this thrust and to develop the cheaper land ahead
of it.

These "leapfroggers" assume or

gamble

that the leading edge will

advance in their direction and thus will increase their site's access to

those functions that are deemed necessary to

confirm

it as prime.

They

may make the assumption, therefore, that the site is not at the moment in
23
a prime location but that it will become so in time.
The developer must,
therefore, have the capital to carry the development over the "non-prime"
years.

If, for example, the housing market weakens, developers may find

the thrust slowed and the financial burden of carrying the development too
much.

This is particularly true if the site is large and/or involves

development of recreational facilities such as golf courses.

Some of

these developers, however, may be farmers who simply platted their land
and continued to farm it while awaiting the.arrival of the "cutting edge"
·of the urban thrust.
Site Characteristics and Price
Within the area of generally appropriate land, developers seek out
the "right s.ite" at the "right price."

The right site for some within

the general area contains relatively level land with a deep and welldrained soil.

Too much slope and/or a shallow depth to bedrock can

increase the cost of utility and road systems on the site itself.

For

other developers, slope, particularly forested slope, may enhance the
marketability of homes despite higher development costs.

Other things

being equal, such sites are then prime in the eyes of those who develop
them.

Zoning restrictions and such government regulations as those which

preclude mortgage and flood insurance to residences on flood plains may
further restrict the area or number of sites a developer can consider.

Such restrictions and regulations are increasing even in rural areas away
23 The extended time line involved in the process from initial
commitment to a use to actual use may well contribute to reversals of
decisions. Thus, expectations· as to future population growth patterns
become an important aspect of the decisions as to the allocation.
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from the urban fringe.

Even so, given the amount of land available in

area such as western Sarpy County, developers may find numerous opportunities
that are not restricted or regulated.
It is possible that developers will view some lands as prime residential
sites despite their distances from built-up areas.

There may be sites

that are proximal to, e.g., a river and)or may have a rolling topography
and a forest- cover.

These

11

unique 11 site characteristics may serve to

compensate for the distance to the built-up areas.

This does not, however,

permit discarding distance as a factor for consideration; it only means

that distance may not be given either a high or unique prioritization in
the evaluation process by all developers.
The possibilities offered by a site's development are, of course,
reflected in its price.

Price also affects the length of time a developer

can "hold on," waiting to be caught up in the growth thrust.

In, for

example, western Sarpy County, which is on the east central edge of Nebraska,
prices for residential sites tend to reflect or correlate with the sites'
"distances" from urban nodes.

Farm land well away from any settlement

sells for about $500 an acre but if it is proximal to a small urban node,
24 the price rises to between $750 and $1,000 per acre.
such as Springfield,
Land just beyond the urban fringe of Omaha (which borders Sarpy County on
its northeastern boundary) is priced between $1,000 and $1,500 per acre.
Land within the fringe area sells for between $4,000 to $8,000 and acre.
Given the allocation of land to residential sites via sales, the price
differentials provide some prima facie evidence that

distance,

as

well as other factors, has been a factor in the decision.

Pattern of Growth of Prime Residential Land
Sarpy and Washington are the two Nebraska counties that have been
chosen as areas within which residential developments are studied (Maps
1 and 2).

Particular emphasis has been given to Sarpy County in this

overview because of the larger number of residential developments which
have occurred within its bound.aries in the past two decades.

Also the

presence of a more heterogeneous settlement pattern in Sarpy County
provides a situation for which there is a considerable range or variability

24

see Map 1.
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MAP 1

Residential Land Development
Western Sarpy County, Nebraska,.~June, 1977

CJ

Sites with Finished Hornes= 15

-

Sites with No Finished Homes "' 11
Numbers within Circles,() (finished homes)

and Triangles,6 (unfinished homes)
Represent Specified Residential Site Plats

Area suitable for residential development

Area not suitable for residential development,
the presence of the following criteria:
based
major geologic floodplains, steep slopes (over 17%1

LIPon

and dense tree cover, bedrock exposed at or near
surface, aircraft noise zone (over 85 dba), aircraft
approach and departure zone, and more than two

tniles from. a paved highway.

Source: Major Environmental Features Map,
Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan

Area Planning Agency, September, 1976
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MAP 2

Residential Land Development
Southeastern Washington County, Nebraska, June, 1977

Site& with Finished Homes "' 10

,.

LJ

-

Sites with No finished Homes "' 2
Numbers within Circles, Q (finished homes)

and Triangles,~ (unfinished homes)
Represent Specified Residential Site Plats

Area suitable for residential development

Area not suitable for residential development,
based upon the presence of the following criteria:
major geologic floodplains, steep slopes (over 17%)

and dense tree cover, bedrock exposed at or near
surface, aircraft noise zone (over 85 dba), aircraft
approach and departure zone, and more than two

miles from a paved highway.

Source: Major Environmental Features Map,
Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan
Area Planning Agency, September, 1976
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in the set of factors involved in the decision making process.

Washington

County offers a different situation, being deemed to be more of a potentialdevelopment area than one having already experienced urban sprawl to a
major degree.

(Appendix B lists the residential developments studied.)

Sarpy has been one of the most rapidly growing counties in the State
and region;

For at least two decades, there has been substantial and

increasing demand for residential land in previously rural areas in Sarpy
County.

These areas were relatively close to a major population growth

center, which was of a metropolitan character.

Major change.s in the rate

of industrial growth and in the industrial structure of the region's
economy have in the past also affected the land use patterns.

It appears,

moreover, that the demand for residential and industrial sites will continue
at a high level if not increase.

Conjecture becomes a part of the process

of allocating land among its alternative uses.

Even so, existent develop-

ments reflect the results of putting past expectations into effect.

These

provide the basis for an analysis the resultant land use patterns, with
particular attention to those aspects that reflect the decisions of
developers.
Despite a population density of approximately 350 persons per square
mi·1 e, 25 most of Sarpy County is still rural and given over to agricultural
.
26 The largest portion of the population in Sarpy County is
pursuits.
located in or around the towns of Papillion, Lavista, and Bellevue--all
of which are located in the eastern half of the County along highway
corridors.

The western half of the County is more sparsely settled, with

only Springfi~ld and Gretna as population concentrations of any consequence.
Although other counties in the State could undoubtedly be considered more
rural in character, the rural portion of Sarpy County has been and is
currently being subjected to considerable growth pressure.

The area is

25

see Bureau of Business Research, University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
Business in Nebraska, July, 1977, for provisional July 1, 1976, estimate of
Sarpy County population of 79,912 and 1974 U.S. Census of Agriculture for
land area of 239 square miles.
26

See 1974 U.S. Census of Agriculture for land area of 152,960 acres
with 116,762, or 76 percent, in farms.
27

According to the 1970 Census of Population, Springfield's population
was 795 and Gretna's 1,557. A July 1, 1973, estimate issued by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census placed Springfield at 771 and Gretna at 1,638.
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subject to considerable land use planning.

As an area where major residential
28
11

developments are occurring, it is, therefore, useful as a "test

area.

Twenty-six sites were platted for residential use after 1960 in the
29
western Sarpy County study area (see Maps 1 and 3).
Only six were platted
prior to 1970.

These early plats are in the middle of the study area along

I-80 and Highway 370 and on the fringeq of Gretna's zoning jurisdiction.
Sites platted in 1970 or later tended to be located toward the extremes
of the area, being just beyond the Omaha urban fringe along 144th Street
and I-'80 and on the southern margins of the County along the Platte River.
Not all of the 26 platted sites contained finished homes in 1977.
The presence of finished homes on a site provides some indication, however,

that the developer has indeed completed an infrastructure sufficient to
support residential living and, therefore, did in fact evaluate the site
as "prime. 1130

Among the fifteen sites which contained homes, ten were

within one mile of another residential plat.

I'

Also, among the eleven plats

without homes, nine were within one mile of the nearest plat.

With 18 of

the 26 plats being within one mile of another, it appears that developers
may be adhering to a cluster principle.
Proximity to a freeway can be measured in at least two ways.

visual or perceptual, i.e., on a straight line.

Only seven of the 26 sites

in Sarpy County are within one straight-line mile of I-80,
28

One is

Another measure

rt might be argued that the presence of Interstate Highway, I-80,

in the County presents an unusual situation that does not exist elsewhere

in most cases. Although it appears ·true that I-80 has an influence on the
growth pattern in that it is a major transportation route, it is arguable
that it has no more importance in this area than does, for example, U.S.

20 in Cherry County, where there are even fewer paved arterials.
29 rncludes only those plats contiguous to and west of a line extending
84th Street to the south of Omaha. Plats within the zoning jurisdiction of
Papillion, Gretna, and Springfield are not included. Tax lots and individual
large lots not part of a subdivision are not included. Only one subdivision
was developed prior to 1960.
30Here a site is taken to be "prime" in the sense of being sufficiently
preferable.to that of a "nonprime" site as to result in its development
first. Or sites with the higher degrees of preferability, and hence
"primeness, 11 are developed first.

Such a definition is, of course, subject

to question if one presumes a completely simultaneous decision process
where all parcels or sites would be evaluated before any one was put into
use. Operationally, however, developers may simply pick an area of sites
and without considering any one of them more or less preferable start using
a certain portion of the area first.
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MAP 3
Mean Dist.i.nce B.ised Upon Five Location.ii factors for 26
Residential Sites Platted in Rural Western Sarpy County, Nebr.1ska
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"Mean Distance" is the arithmetic average
of the following distances;
(1) road distance to nearest paved road
{2) straightline distance to ne:irest
residential plat
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Employment, 72 and Dodge Streets, Omaha
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reads as the mean
For example: 2.08
distance from Site 1 to all the five
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Represent Specified Residential Site Plats
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Influence of Zoning Regulations

Source:

(!)

See Table 1
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is the road-mile distance to the access to the freeway.

Only four of the

seven sites (Numbers 2, 5, 22, 23) are within two road-miles of an interchange.

Perceptual "access" to 1-80 and road-mile access to its inter-

changes do not appear to have been a major factor in site selection.

Or,

from another point of view, increasing the distance from the freeway and
its interchanges does not seem to have prevented the development of sites
by outweighing the locational attractiveness of other factors.

Although

some of these sites may have been planned or initiated prior to the
establishment of I-80, most could have been influenced by its anticipation
or its actual existence.

Fourteen of the fifteen sites with finished homes in Sarpy County may
be classified by certain common locational characteristics.

Five of these

(Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) are oriented to a paved road or I-80.

Three

(Numbers 6, 7, and 8) are oriented to the established urban nodes, being
within two strai~ht-line miles of Gretna and Springfield and on the fringe
of their zoning jurisdictions.

Six of the sites (Numbers 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, and 14) are oriented to the Platte River.

One other site (Number 15),

although oriented to a paved road is at its end and a long distance from,
for example, the nearest shopping area.

This site is almost unique in

that its location appears not to have been governed by either the pavedroad/freeway or cluster factors.
Among the eleven sites in which there were no finished houses in June,
1977, the cluster, freeway and paved-road contiguity factors were strong.
Nine of the eleven (Numbers 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25) were
within one straight-line mile of other residential plats.

Six (Numbers

16, 18, 19, 21, 22, and 23) were within one straight-line mile of Interstate
80.

Six sites (Numbers 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, and 23) were within two miles

of a freeway interchange.

Six (Numbers 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, and 23) were

contiguous to paved roads.
It would appear that distance could be useful as a compos'ite indicator-if not in fact the determinant factor--of influences on site selection.
At least by implication, distance was a major consideration in the rating
of these 26 parcels of land for residential use.

Distance is thus a useful

first-step factor to delineate parcels of land as worthy or not worthy of
further consideration.

If a distance criterion can be defined, then those

parcels of land that do not meet this criterion's condition(s) can be
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removed early from consideration by the process of applying a particular
distance measure.

Whether or not

11

distance" as a factor would or should

rate as more important than some other factor, such as, for example, land
3'1
slope or price,
is, of course, also a matter of choice. The relative

importance of the factors will surely differ among developers, since their
rankings will surely reflect a number of variables not all of which are
common to all developers.
Using
"prime" and

11

distance 11 as a criterion for delineating parcels of land into
11

nonprime" sites implies some maximum average or conunon distance

as the governing condition.

Beyond this average distance, sites should

become progressively less attractive, other conditions remaining the same.
In that which follows, the situations in Sarpy and Washington counties will
be analyzed and, to the extent possible, common distances determined.
Analysis of Distances Relevant
to Residential Development:
Sarpy and Washington Counties
Introduction
Both Sarpy and Washington counties are located on the eastern edge of
Nebraska, separated by the highly metropolitan Douglas County on the north
and south respectively.

The general thrust of residential development in

this three-county area over the past two and one-half decades has been to
the west of the City of Omaha, which encompasses most of the eastern third
of Douglas County, and to the south and southwest into Sarpy County.

Omaha

and its fringe areas lie in the eastern portion of Douglas County along
the northeastern boundary of Sarpy County and to the southeast of Washington
County.

The northern fringe of Douglas County is not as densely populated

as the southern fringe.

Thus, Omaha's residential expansion has not spilled

into Washington County to the degree that it has into Sarpy.

31
One difficulty arises when trying to equate level of price with level
or degree of preferability and, thus, the degree of "primeness." Does a
high price reflect a high valuation and thus a high degree of preferability
and thus make the site prime? Or, does not the high price make the land
more costly and less preferable and, as one of the factors on which the
evaluation is made, lead to the site being classed as less than prime?
Or, to paraphrase, "prime residential land" need not be high priced land,
nor vice versa. Thus, price per se is not a useful criterion of 11 primeness, 11
It will, however, be a determinah~of whether such land is used as residential sites or in some other use.
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A
There are differences in such physical and socioeconomic factors as
transportation systems and rivers which cause the counties to differ.

Even

so, both counties are similarly oriented to and affected by common influences.
Both are counties in which rural land is allocated to an ever changing
mixture of agricultural and nonagri'cultural uses.

.

Likewise, both are

affected by those conditions and developments emanating from a major metropolitan center of population and its economic activity.
Sarpy County
Western Sarpy County is heavily agricultural with most of the available
land under cultivation.

It is bounded on the west and south by the Platte

River, with a line of wooded hills along the southern edge of the County
adjacent to the Platte River.

Of the 26 residential sites under development

in the western part of the County (excluding those within the zoning
jurisdiction of Gretna and Springfield), 15 contain finished homes and 11
had no homes under construction as of July, 1977.

(See Table 1 and Map 3.)

Among the 15 sites which contain finished homes, seven are on paved
roads and the mean distance to a paved road for all 15 sites with finished
homes is 0.48 miles (Table 1).

Six of the 11 sites without finished homes

are also accessible to paved roads, with a mean distance to a paved road

of 0.54 miles.

For all 26 sites the mean distance to a paved road is 0.51

miles.

Interstate 80 traverses western Sarpy County from southwest to northeast.
The mean road distance to I-80 for all 26 plats is 3.80 miles.
sites with finished homes, the mean is 4.66 miles.

For the 15

In this group however,

sites 9 through 15 are oriented to the Platte River and therefore raise
the mean distance.

Only one of the sites without finished homes (site 26)

was oriented to the Platte River so the mean distance to I-80 for this
group is 2.62 miles.
Each of the 26 sites is relatively close to another residential
development.

Among the sites with finished homes the mean straight line

distance to another development is 1.03 miles; for sites with no finished
homes, the mean distance is 0.68 miles.

The overall mean is 0.88 miles.

The longest distance between one development and the nearest neighboring
development is two miles, with 14 developments one mile or more from their
nearest neighbor.

However, most of these sites are in the western and

southern part of the study area and those developments in the northern
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TABLE l

DISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLATTED RESIDENTIAL SITES IN RURAL WESTERN SARPY COUNTY, NEBRASKA

Paved Road

Site
Number
Sites
With
Finished

Road Distance
to Nearest
Paved Road

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11

"'.....

1.4
0.2
1.5
3.2
0.5

0
0
0
1.2
0
0
1.2
1.0
0
0.5
1.2
1.0
0,2
1.0
0

7

Romes

Freeway
Interchange
Road Distance
to Nearest
Freeway
Interchange

12
13
14
15
All Finished
Romes Sites
16
17
Sites
18
With
19
20
No
21
Finished 22
23
Romes
24
25
26
All No Romes
Sites

x=o. 54

All Sites

x=0.51

x

=o. 48

s.o
2.6

s.o

4.5
4.5
9.2
10. 7
8.9
9.4
3.3

x = 4.66

Distances
Residential Plat
Straight Line
Distance to
Nearest
Residential Plat
0
0.5
0
1.0
0. 5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.5
2.0
1.5
1.5
3.0

x = 1. 03

0.1
0
0.2
0
0
0
0
0.2
4.0
1.5

3.0
1.8
1.2
1.0
2.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
7.2
5.7

l.O

0

6.4

1.5

x=
x=

2.62
3.80

1.0
0
0.2
0
0
2.0
0.3

o.s

1.0

x= o. 68
x= o.88

Shopping
Area
Road Distance
to Nearest
Shopping
(A:r;ea

Employment
Center
Straight Line
Dist1mce From
Plat to Cent!]
of Employment

1.0
1.5
4.5
2.5
3.5
1.5
1.5
LS
7.0
7.5
2.5

8.0
8.3
9.5
11. 8
17.0
12.8
14.S
11, 7
20.S
20.S
14,9
13. 2
17.4
13,7
19.0 .

s.o
4.0

s.o
6.5

x = 3.67

x = 14,18

1. 2
0.5
2.0
3.5
4.5
3.5
2.5
3.5
4.0
2.5

6. 9
7.8
8,9
9.9
9.3
11.2
9.6
17.2
15.2
13.8
17.3

s.s

x = 3.01
x = 3.39

All Distances
Mean Distance
For the Five
Distances

2. 08
2 .10
3.10
3.94
4.30
4.06
4.16
4.04
6.50
6.70
5,86
6.38
6.40
6 .12
6.36

x = 4. 81
2.44
2.02
2.50
2.88
3.16
3,38
2.52
4.32
6.28
4.90
6.34

x=

11.55

x = 3.70

x=

13.07

x = 4. 34

~/Assumed to be 72nd and Dodge Street in Omaha.
Source: A Field Survey of Sites Developments and Related Locational Conditions conducted in Spring, 1977, by staff
of Center for Applied Urban Research at University of Nebraska at Omaha.
j

part tend to group about one another, indicating that the developers
there tend to follow the cluster principle.
The mean road distance to the nearest shopping area
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for all 26

sites is 3.39 miles, with little variance, between the mean distances
for sites with and sites without finished homes.
with finished homes ranged from 1.0 to

J.5

miles.

The distance for sites
Sites without homes

were between 0.5 and 4.5 miles from the nearest area.
The Platte River orientation of sites 9 through 15 caused the mean
33
distance to the center of employment
from the sites with finished homes
to be somewhat greater (14.18 miles) than for the sites without finished
homes (11.55 miles).

It appears that this distance condition is less

restrictive than any other distance condition.
The mean distance for all five locational distances is 4.81 miles for
the group with finished homes and 3.7 miles for the group without finished
homes.
,1

I.

(I'

The overall mean distance is 4.34 miles which is approximately

half of the distance across Sarpy County from the Douglas County line.
For four of the five distances and for the five distances as a group, the
arithmetic mean distance was less for sites without finished homes than
for sites with finished homes.
Washington County
Washington County, which lies to the north of Douglas County, contains
gently rolling hills of moderate relief and is bounded by the Elkhorn River
on the west and the Missouri River on the east.

There are 12 residential

developments in the southeastern part of the County, 10 of which have
homes (Table 2 and Map 4).
There are few paved roads in Washington County but the mean distance
between the 12 developments and a paved road is 0.9 miles.

Only two

developments are further than two miles from a paved road and two are
immediately adjacent to paved highways.

Most of the developments are

32

A shopping area has been defined as a cluster of retail establishments which includes a full-line grocery store.
33

The approximate geographic center of Omaha, 72nd and Dodge, was
arbitrarily select.ed as the "center of employment" reference point,
Whether or not this is the true center would be established via further
·research.

32
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TABLE 2
DISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLATTED RESIDENTIAL SITES IN RURAL SOUTHERN WASHINGTON COUNTY, NEBRASKA
.

Paved Road

Site
Number
Sites
With
Finished
w
w

Homes

All Finished
Homes Sites
Sites With
No Finished
Homes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Road Distance
to Nearest
Paved Road
0.5

2.3
0.4
1.8
1.3
0.8
0.1
0
o.4
o.4
x = 0.80

11
12

2.8
0

Residential Plat
Straight Line
Distance to
Nearest
Residential Plat
0,5
0
0
0
0
0.1
0.8
0.2
0
0.2
x = 0.18
0
1.0

Distances
Shopping
Area
Road Distance
to Nearest
Shopp in~
Area

Employment
Center
Straight Line
Distance From
Plat (to Cent~?
of Emn:J.ovment-

2.2
4.2
7.0
5.0
3.7
4.6
6.4
7.2
7.0
6.9

15.0
13.5
14.5
11.0
11.0
11.0
17.6
14.5
14.5
14.5

x = 5.42
3.9
6.5

x=l3.78
13.5
12.0

All Distances
Mean Distance
For theFour
Distances

4.92
5.00
5.48
4.45
4.05
4.12
6.22
5.48
5.48
5.50
x = 5. 07
5.05
4.88

All No Homes
Sites

x = 1.40

x = 0. 50

x = 5. 20

x = 12.75

x = 4.96

All Sites

x = 0.90

x = 0. 23

x = 5 .38

x = 13.55

x = 5.05

2_/Assumed to be 72nd and Dodge Street in Omaha.
Source: A Field Survey of Sites Developments, and Related Locational Conditions conducted in Spring,
197~ by staff of Center for Applied Urban Research at University of Nebraska at Omaha.
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MAP 4
Mean Distdncc B,1sed Upon Four Loc.ttional Fdctors for 12 Residential
Sites Platted in Rural Southeastern W.ishington Couhty, Nebraska
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clustered in the southeastern part of the County, including six that are
adjacent to other housing tracts.
nearest development is 0.2 miles.

The mean straight-line distance to the
The mean distance to an Interstate

Highway is irrelevant in this County, since the area is neither transversed
by nor contiguous to areas served by an Interstate Highway. The mean
34
distance by road to the nearest shopping area
is 5.4 miles. However,
'
in most instances onlv a few additional miles of travel would be needed

l

to bring residents of the developments into the northern part of Omaha,
where there are substantially greater shopping opportunities than in Fort
Calhoun, which is the closest shopping area for many of the developments.

_J

2

The mean straight-line distance between each development and the center
of employment, at 72nd and Dodge in Omaha, is 13.55 miles.
35
The mean distance for the four
factors averages 5.05 miles,

The

highest mean distance for the four factors is 6.22 miles for a development
located in the wooded hills immediately to the west of the Elkhorn River.
The least mean distance is 4.05 miles for a development north of Fort
Calhoun in the eastern part of Washington County.

The most favorable area

of location is in the southeastern corner of Washington County.

For two

of the four distances and for the four distances as a group, the arithmetic
uo

mean distance was less for sites without finished homes than for sites
with finished homes.
Sarpy and Washington Counties:

A Summary Comparison

In Washington County the mean distance between a development and the
nearest paved road is nearly twice the distance measured in Sarpy County.
This is partly a function of the lack of paved roads in Washington County.
In addition, many of the developments in Washington County appear to be
oriented to wooded slopes, which are not always found immediately adjacent
to paved roads.

Thus, the presence or absence of paved roads, if combined

with the drawing power of such roads as location factors, would seem to be
one of the determinants of the preferential treatment accorded Sarpy's
potential residential sites over those of Washington County.
34

A shopping area has been defined as a cluster of retail establishments which includes a full-line grocery store.
35

oistance to nearest freeway interchange was not counted since no
freeway was near enough to warrant consideration.

35

There is a much greater clustering of developments in Washington
County than in Sarpy.

The reasons for this are not apparent.

Developers

may have reasoned that since Washington County's residential developments
have not been as widely dispersed as Sarpy County's, there is some safety
in numbers in terms of protecting investment.

If so--and this needs

.

further
investigation--a "safety in numbers" factor needs to be incorporated
.

into both the hypothetical and operational models.

In addition, the

clustering, particularly along Highway 133, might be presumed to presage
a development of shopping facilities.

Such a presumption could cause a

favorable rating of the parcel(s) of land.
This condition, however, is only a possibility, not a given condition.
Distance

to nearest shopping area,

36

for example, is of major relevance

and requires attention in an evaluation.

It is, however, the current or

fairly certain, near-future distance situation that has to be evaluated
and not some expected distant future one.
Distances to shopping areas are greater in Washington County than in

Ii

I

Sarpy County.

I'

The only major shopping area in the County is Blair, which

is more than six miles from most developments.

Although many of the

County's residents work in Omaha and can shop on the way to and from work,
the absence of such areas within shorter distances could be a condition
dampening the residential development in Washington County.

There is

little variation between the two counties in terms of mean distance to
center of employment--assumed to be in Omaha at 72nd and Dodge Streets.
:1·1

ii
11

''

jl

Access to shopping facilities and employment may be better from Sarpy
County because of the presence of an Interstate highway; yet most developments in Washington County are also located so that Omaha may be reached
in a direct manner on a paved road.

36

The enhancement of the attractiveness of a particular undeveloped
parcel of land as a residential site by reason of an increase in the number
of developed sites nearby is, like the case of a new roadway, very much
relevant to the rating given the site. It is not, however, rational to
base such a rating on an expected development;

11

conjectured" events may

lead to or result from expectations as to a future event. It would seem
prudent and rational that in most cases the event must have actually preceded
the decision or be almost a certainty. No rational developer operating in
the short run would decide to rate a parcel of land as a prime residential
site and develop it as such on the basis of a simple expectation that
clustering will develop or a shopping area will be established "sometime
in the future." Of course, it may be difficult to separate gambling from
rational conduct; decisions have sometimes become "good decisions" by
reason of unforeseeable developments taking place subsequent· to the decisions.
36

In identifying those areas which have the "most favorable" location
via the "mean distance" condition, there is a definite pattern in each

county.

In the case of Sarpy County, the most favorable area is in the

northeast part of the study area around Highways 50, 370, and I-80.

In

Washington County, the most favorable area is in the southeast part of
the County.

Contrary to what is indicated by the overall mean distance

factor, Sarpy County contains eight developments each of which has a mean
distance, based on five factors, of more than six miles.

Washington County

contains only one development with a mean distance, using four factors, of
more than six miles.

Each of these eight developments is oriented toward

the Platte River where other factors or conditions, such as the natural
amenities, appear to outweigh the other five distance factors examined.
In summary, the findings of the field surveys indicate that distance,
in general, and distances to shopping areas, highways, other developments,
and employment centers, in particular, are of major influence in the
consideration.

However, a minimization of distance--either as a particular

distance or as a composite of several distances--is not the primary
determinant of a prime residential site.

A large number of developments

or sites with residences have average distances greater than those without
residences.

Distance is therefore not the only and apparently often not

the predominant element in both the decision of the developers and users
of the residential land and in appraisal of the rationality of their
decisions.
An index of the variables or factors must include more than just

distance.

Even so, as a first step in the process of delineating parcels

of land for use as residential sites, the evaluation of distance appears
to be useful.

More specifically, as a first step in the process of iteration

and thus as one element in a first approximation, a criterion such as a
six-mile mean distance based on five distance factors might be appropriate
for governing the initial delineation.

Having then separated potential

sites into those deemed either appropriate, i.e., found to be within the
acceptable distance, or inappropriate, further steps in the iterative
analysis can be carried out.
The acceptance of, for example, a six-mile mean distance criterion
may, of course, be unacceptable to those less concerned with the requirement
of the practical or pragmatic approach.

37

To these, given all the data needed

and a mechanism for obtaining simultaneous solutions, iteration or the

process of elimination as described in Chapter 3 would not appear attractive.
In reality, however, much data is not available to developers.

The

developers then have to resort to various means for obtaining data and
for using that which is available in a much less sophisticated manner
than if the simultaneous-solution method were being applied.
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CHAPTER 4
RESIDENTIAL LAND IDENTIFICATION IN WASHINGTON AND
SARPY COUNTIES, NEBRASKA: A FIRST APPROXIMATION
Introduction
In a previous section of this report, various factors and related
conditions have been discussed artd generalized into a hypothetical
process or model of prime residential land identification in rural areas.
In a subsequent section various aspects of the actual situations in two
counties in eastern Nebraska were discussed, having in mind some of the
factors of the hypothetical model.

It is recognized that complete proof

of the appropriateness or sufficiency of any model cannot be determined
on the basis of this study.

Even so, a comparison of a hypothetical model

with the operational activities of residential land developers can provide
further insight into the process of identification.

More importantly,

in previous considerations no attention was given to those processes or

mechanisms that can provide assistance in either developing needed
information or analyzing that which is available.

Specifically, the

role that remote sensing can play ·as a process for gathering information
needs to be examined.

In that which follows, therefore, a hypothetical

model will be offered and "tested" against the operational activities of
developers.

Finally, general consideration will be given to the potential

of remote sensing.
Residential Land Identification:
A First Approximation Outlined
On the basis of the previous hypothetical list and the overview of
the two Nebraska counties, a first approximation of residential land

39

identification

37

has been developed.

It is suggested that certain physical

and spatial factors should be considered and certain conditions required
if parcels of land in a tract or development

residential land.
38
as follows:

are to qualify as prime

The suggested factors and their related conditions are

1.

Topography:

the tract of land should be level or moderately
level.

2.

Flood Risk:

the tract of land should not be located within
the 100 year flood plain.

3.

Soil Type:

the soil should be deep, well drained, and of
a medium or coarse texture.

4.

Employment
Accessibility:

the tract should be less than 30 miles from the
major employment center of the region.39

5.

Transportation:

the tract should not be more than two miles from
paved highway(s).

6.

Development
Costs:

the tract should be 10 acres or more and within
500 feet of power and telephone utility lines.

7.

Community
AmenitieS:

the tract of land should be less than 15 miles
ftom school(s), hospital(s), and shopping area(s).

8.

Pollution
Zones:

the tract should not be within a recognized noise,
odor, or other pollution zone.40

9.

Distances:

the four distance factors discussed in Chapter 3
should be taken into consideration.

37

The process or model being offered here represents a consensus as to
the factors and their related conditions and was developed from findings in
the literature, discussions among the staff, and discussions between the
staff and developers contacted in the field survey. It appears, however,
that no general model can be developed which will be appropriate for all
cases. A single model applicable to Nebraska might not even be possible;
hence, a regional, or in some situations a local, model might have to be
developed. Even so, a generalized process or model would be useful in
developing a particularized one.
38

This list is selective and deliberately emphasizes factors that may
be evaluated by means of physical processes.
39

zuiches and Fuguitt, loc. cit.

40

nue to insufficient data the presence of odor and other pollution
zones·were not investigated in this study; also, noise pollution has been
evaluated in terms of previously determined noise zones.

40

The First Approximation Versus
The Operational Activities
Sarpy County
In Sarpy County all the developments identified in this study except
site 24 are within 30 miles of an employment center, within 15 miles of
•
schools, hospitals and shopping areas, and within two miles of a paved

•

highway (Maps 1 and 3 and Table 1).

Only with respect to distance to

paved highway does site 24, which is four miles away, fail to qualify
for all three distance conditions.

After considering these three conditions,

which can be used as the first set of conditions to be met in an iterative
process of elimination, other criteria and conditions must be evaluated.

The sites in Sarpy County were identified as being on tracts with varying
slopes, none of which presented particular construction constraints.

Soil

types appeared to be appropriate since in a number of developments local
sewage disposal systems were in use.

In Sarpy County (Maps 1 and 3) certain of the developed sites (Numbers
9, 10, 11, 12, and 14) are, however, in areas of flood risk.

The major

attraction of these developed sites appears to be the nearness of the

natural and recreational amenities of the wooded areas and the Platte
River.

Two undeveloped sites (Numbers 18 and 24) are also in the flood

plain.

Site 18 is just south of the Douglas County line along Highway 50

and apparently is considered prime by the developer because of its proximity
to Omaha; contiguity with other developments, and position adjacent to a
major highway.

However, the location of Site 24 can be explained by none

of these conditions.

Most of the tracts also appear to include 10 or more

acres, and near enough to power and telephone lines.

No sites in the

Sarpy County study area were found to be in a noise pollution area.

All
other sites appear to meet the requirements of the first approximation. 41
41

A complete evaluation would involve an investigation of each site
for its exact topography and soil characteristics and nearness to public
utility lines. Only a visual evaluation was made in this study. However,
work performed by researchers involved in this study but not presented
here developed a soil types map and this map shows that the sites being
evaluated were for the most part in areas having appropriate soils.

41
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Washington County
In Washington County (Maps 2 and 4 and Table 2) all of the sites studied
except Sites 2 and 11, including those with and without residences, meet
the three distance conditions relative to employment center, schools,

hospitals, shopping areas and paved roads.

Sites 2 and 11 exceed the

latter condition, yet by no major amount of distance.
were areas judged to be flood prone.

None of the sites

Only two sites (Numbers 5 and 6) are

in areas subject to noise pollution, being at the north end of the Eppley
Airfield runway (Maps 1 and 3).
slope constraints.

These two sites were also subject to

The nearness of a major road giving access to Omaha

and the natural attractiveness of the region appear to have a combined

attractiveness that favored development.

Three sites (Numbers 1, 4, and

11) although largely satisfactory, were open to some question due to some
steep slopes.

The tracts in this County were sufficiently large to permit

a specific site to meet the hypothetical slope requirement.

Likewise, the

degree of accessibility of all sites to electric and telephone lines was
such as not to prevent development.

Summary
The distances to paved roads and to community amenities and the amount
of clustering of developments varied among the developments in Sarpy and
Washington Counties.

The distance conditions relative to employment,

transportation and community amenities eliminated only three sites in the
two counties.

The distances considered satisfactory in this first

approximation were large, however.

If all sites were to be limited to a

mean of six miles or less for the distance factors, then some of the

Washington County sites and many of the Sarpy County sites oriented to
the Platte River oriented sites would be on non-prime land.
One special condition considered important to authorities,proxirnity

to sewer trunks or water lines, was not a part of this study.

With the

exceptions of those Sarpy County sites located near the Douglas County
line, most of the developments in both counties were not located on a
sewer trunk or a water line.

Water is supplied in many areas through

wells, with sewage treated in small local plants or disposed of via
individual septic tanks.

The relative availability of sewer trunks and

water lines was not, therefore, required as a condition in the two

l
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counties.
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If such availability had been a condition, it certainly would

have reduced the amount of prime residential land and, therefore, excluded
as inappropriate many of the developments examined in both counties.

It

would appear, therefore, that the "immediate availability of utilities"
was or is not a major condition in the operational process of site-selection

in eastern Nebraska.
In general, it appears that the major reason for development which
has occurred in areas judged to be "non-prime" by the first approximation
is the presence of natural amenities.

The wooded slopes of eastern

Washington County, while steep in places, provide a very attractive
natural surrounding for residences.

These steep slopes may not have

proved a problem in the instances cited since lot sizes were large and
homesites could be chosen so as to minimize the slope of the specific
site of the structure.

In Sarpy County, the Platte River with its

recreational potential also acts as a strong attraction for development.
Apparently in the minds of the people who developed and/or purchased lots
in this area, the "natural amenity" conditions outweighed the flood risk.
In summary, the first approximation and the operational situation did
not concur completely.

Whetl1er or nut the divergences represent general

inadequacies or basic weaknesses in the ''model" or simply cases that were
individualized exceptions to the general case can not be determined on
the basis of this study alone.

Further investigations are needed to

establish whether the divergences reflect factors or conditions other than
those in the model used in this study.
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For any situation where absolute availability of sewer trunks and
water lines is a required condition--such as those resulting from ordinances-this condition would be in the model being applied. Unless such a required
condition was quite common, having it as a condition would call for a
particular, or special case, mo.del.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDS

Summary
The low density buildup of population and commercial and industrial
activities in a mixture of open and developed areas adjacent to many
cities is a phenomenon common in the U.S. and in the Omaha SMSA region.
Locally, the buildup of noncontiguous concentrations of population
in the fringe areas of the cities, commonly termed urban sprawl, has
become a matter of public policy.

Regional metropolitan planning agencies

as well as local city planning bodies are involved in programs that in
turn involve policies that deal with the allocation of land among various
uses.

Such policies both result from and contribute to the demand for

public services.

The allocation of rural land to residential sites and

to related uses has not, therefore, been left solely to the free market
system.

The allocation has become in large part a process involving

authorities.

Allocation by authority, or within a framework of regulations,
necessitates consideration of alternative uses if the process is to be

rational.

A definition of prime residential land is a necessary element

in the process of identifying rural land for alternative uses.

Although

certainly not equally efficient in all uses, much rural land can be
allocated to either agricultural or nonagricultural uses.

Generally,

allocation among various agricultural uses can be reversed; however,
once ·such an allocation is made to a residential site, a reversal is

usually uneconomical and rarely made.

An important consideration in the

process of identification is, therefore, the determination of the relative
merits of the land as farmland and as residential sites.

It is not

intended, however, that this paper be a study of alternative land use
determination; only the use as residential sites is studied.
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The major

emphasis is upon developing a definition of prime residential land, with
a cursory study of processes that use that definition in the allocation
process.
Neither a definition of prime residential lahd nor a process for

identifying land appropriate for such a use exists.

Only nonagricultural

aspects of both the definition and the ~dentification have been investigated
and reported on in the literature.

Even in these instances, the test of

the hypothetical considerations has been limited to platted residential
developments in Sarpy and Washington counties.
Residential land identification requires a definition that takes into
consideration a set of socio-economic and physical-environmental factors.
The socio-economic factors could be transportation conditions, employment
conditions, community amenities, development costs, food reduction effects,
growth patterns, land use restrictions and expectations.

Also consideration

could be given to such physical-environmental factors as soil structures,
topographic conditions, flood risks, noise levels, utilities, odor emissions,

and expectations.
Neither a comprehensive list of factors nor a process for using those

that are known in determining land use has been reported in the literature.
Past studies have been concerned principally with explaining attitudes
towards certain conditions and with establishing behavior patterns of
certain decision making groups.

Final purchasers of residences and their

land sites, land developers and regional and local planning bodies have
been identified as relevant and interrelated in the allocation of rural
lands--especially to residential sites.
As a principal participant in the land allocation process, the
residential site developer becomes a logical point of departure for
developing an index or list of determinants or factors involved in the
decision process.

In many ways the developer serves as a surrogate for

the final buyer.
A disparity may and usually does exist between the hypothetical
process of decision making and that actually applied; hence, any hypothetical model must be checked against actual activities.

Then an

appropriate decision process may be developed and offered in the case of
rural land usage.
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Land developers are identified in related studies as the most important
groups involved in interpreting what is prime residential land.

As such,

this group can be given primary consideration when investigating the actual
or operational activities involved in residential land identification in
Sarpy and Washington counties.
Sarpy and Washington counties in Nebraska offer good opportunities
for a case study of conditions relevant to the patterns of actual residential
land development in the rura,l areas of these counties.

Distance has been

found to be one aspect useful as a composite indicator of a group of
conditions that appear to be given consideration either explicitly or
implicitly when evaluating rural land for use as residential sites.
A study of the platted developments in the western part of Sarpy County
and the southeastern part of Washington County, both near the Omaha metropolitan area, establishes a group of particular distances as relevant to
identifying and evaluating potential residential sites in rural areas.
These "distances" are (1) road distance to nearest paved road, (2) toad
distance to nearest freeway interchange, (3) road distance to nearest
shopping area, (4) straight-line distance to nearest residential plat,
and (5) straight-line distance from plat to center of employment.

Each

of these distances can serve as a measure useful in analyzing a particular
site.

The arithmetic mean average of the five distances for the 26 Sarpy

County sites and the 12 Washington County sites was found to vary from
2.02 to 6.70, with means for the two counties of 4.34 and 5.05.
Another evaluative measure used was the arithmetic mean average of
a particular distance for the several sites.

This measure permitted

evaluation of one distance condition against another, taking the sites
as a group.

Distance from center of employment was found to vary least

between sites in the two counties, with distance from paved roads and
community amenities varying most.
A third type of arithmetic mean average of all the particular
averages could give overall, common measures 'for groups of sites.

Thus,

the "average distance" for sites with finished homes could be compared
with that for sites without finished homes, each category of homes being
taken as a group.

The average distance for sites with finished homes tends

to be greater than that for sites without homes for four of five particular
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distances in the case of Sarpy County and for two of four particular
distances in the case of Washington County.

Also, the overall or common

arithmetic average of all the particular averages is greater for sites
with homes.

It appears that some nondistance factor may have influenced

developers to consider rural land areas that are the Hmore distant

11

as

preferable to the "less distant" when developing residential sites--at
least in Sarpy and Washington counties.
Using Sarpy and Washington cases, there were a notable number

of developments found to exist under conditions that indicated that
the distan_ce factors were "outweighed II by other factors.

Thus, for

example, a clustering of developments at sites less favorable from the
point of view of distance or an orientation to unatural amenities" such

as woods or a river was not uncommon.

A consensus or first-approximation model for identification may
involve both distance and nondistance factors.

Topography, flood risk,

soil type, employment opportunities, transportation facilities, development
costs, community_ amenities, and pollution conditions are all relevant

nondistance factors.

An evaluation of the residential developments in

Sarpy and Washington counties using one first-approximation mode and
the conditions of its relevant factors indicate that all except three of
the 38 sites in the two areas studied met employment, transportation and
community amenities conditions of the model.

Flood plain or noise pollution

factors were outweighed by sites in each county that were woods- or river-

oriented.

Access to electricity and telephone were met by all sites, while

access to existing sewer trunk and water lines were found to be nonessential
in these areas.

The distance criteria of the first-approximation model, as applied
in this study, could be modified by using, for example, a smaller "average
distance" requirement for any one of the particular distances or for them

as a group.

Such a modification could reflect a deliberate decision to

narrow the spatial range of residential developments to decrease the
absolute number of potential sites.

Of course, any of the conditions of

the nondistance factors could be changed or stated so as to govern the
spatial extent of the area of consideration.

No single set of conditions

seem likely to have universal application, however, considering that
various groups of decision makers are involved in the allocation of rural
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land.

Thus, the distance condition used will depend, in the final sense,

upon the particular policy making body, developer or buyer involved in
the identification of prime residential land.
Admittedly, past activities of developers provide only an indication
of the criteria and conditions considered by particular developers.

The

choice then between a six-mile average distan~e based on five distance
factors and some other larger, more inclusive arithmetic average distance,

such as one of 15 miles using the three distances in the list outlined in
the hypothetical model in Chapter 2 may actually be a matter of public
policy making.

As such, the choice of criteria reflects a discretionary

determination of the conditions or criteria of the identification model
and does not stem from the application of the model per se.

Thus, to

define rural land as prime residential land by application of a model
without one or more of the criteria being considered as subject to some
discretion is not a very useful or practical contribution to the process
of land use determination.
Inability to produce and present a single model or hypothetical
process that in turn produces a single definition of prime residential
land that is universally appropriate does not preclude, however, the
consideration of the model provided in this study as an aid in land use
determination.

Determination of

distance

and its evaluation--by whatever

process deemed applicable--can serve as a useful first step in an iterative
process.

Likewise, other nondistance conditions, some of which are

physical in nature, may be identified and evaluated iteratively.
Remote sensing is one process by which certain physical aspects of
land and spatial patterns can be identified, ''measured, 11 and evaluated.

As such, this process offers some aid in the identification of prime
residential land (see Appendix A).
Further Research Needs
Investigation, by means of an in-depth survey of both past and present
developers of rural residential developments, should be made of the factors
and conditions knowingly considered and the decision process used when
making initial quasi-prime residential land identifications and when
deciding to initiate the actual construction of residences.

An after-

the-fact investigation, such as made in this study, can at best provide
surrogate indicators of possible motivation and governing conditions.
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Differentials in, for example, financing and taxation practices or in such
psychological aspects as expectations can not be uncovered by simple spatial
analyses that concentrate on, say,

11

distance 11 and topography,

An attempt should be made to ascertain the weights given to the various
factors or conditions in the site selection process,
be determined i f the system of weights varies.

Moreover, it should

Thus, for example, developers

may consider the minimization of "distance to nearest plat with residences"
as preferable to minimization of some "average of five distances 1'~ ..... other

conditions being taken as neutral.

Such a preferential weighting or

prioritization may, however, be subject to change over time.

Changing

conditions may be accompanied by variations in the relative weights given
to various factors.
The timing of the development of those sites, or areas of sites,

analyzed in this study should be investigated to determine if different
conditions existed at the time of the different developments.

First, an

attempt should be made to determine if those developments that contain
homes were initiated at times and under conditions different from those

without homes.

Then, the impact of the difference(s) in the condition(s)

should be evaluated.

Thus, for example, a development currently without

homes may have been platted for intended construction prior to the paving
of a road, and then construction deferred on it while other 'more distant"

areas on the roadway were platted and residences built.

Research is needed

to establish whether the paved road caused developers to feel that optimisation of returns would now be had by developing first the more distant
sites and, by so doing, enhance the returns to be had on the "less
distant 11 sites that were developed later.
Further investigation should be made of the nondistance factors or

conditions that underlie the seemingly irrational development of sites
with finished homes on plats that are ''more distant" from the various
points of reference prior to sites without finished homes.

Thus, an

explanation should be sought as to why developers have chosen to "leapfrog"
into areas that are not contiguous to the established suburban borders.

An important possible condition that should be investigated, especially
as to its influence upon developers' decisions, is the contiguity condition
expressed as "safety in numbers."

The reasons for clustering in general

should be considered with particular attention given to the psychological
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aspects of locating near other developments that have residences.

The

extent to which developers consider such a situation of physical contiguity
as also adding an element of "protection" to their investment has not been
determined in this study and is, therefore, also an area of needed
investigation.

The adequacy of the hypothetical model'or process applied in this study
needs further evaluation.

Certain of the physical conditions set forth

in the hypothetical model and given the limited consideration possible in
this study should be further investigated for the evaluation of the sites
used in this study to be complete.

Thus., for example, the exact topography,

soil characteristics, and nearness to public utility lines are conditions
that need to be establis.hed.
In this study two types of developments appear to be common.

Ordinary

suburban sprawl appears at first approximation to be influenced in a major
way by "distance" conditions.

at first approximation to be

Recreation-oriented developments appear
influenced by the amenities provided by

wooded lands and rivers.
The relevant type of distance should be determined.

Developers,

as surrogates for final residential buyers, should be queried as to the
relative merits of using straight-line as contrasted to road distance
when evaluating distance to nearest residential plat or to an interstate
highway or to a "center" of employment.
Remote sensing as a process and aerial photographs as a product of
that process should be used to record and evaluate as many of the various
conditions of the factors being used in the list or model that is being
tested.

The extent to which the remote sensing technique can be used to

develop information necessary for an analysis of the rural land areas and
sites needs to be established.
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APPENDIX A

I

REMOTE SENSING: AN AID IN THE IDENTIFICATION
OF RESIDENTIAL LAND IN RURAL AREAS
The evaluation of parcels of rural land as to their appropriateness
as prime residential sites involves a number of factors and related
conditions that are amenable to physical measurement.

One way of

achieving such measurement would be an on-the-spot application of some
process or device.

Thus, for example, a person could drive the route

from some particular site to a center of employment, or vice versa, and
record the mileage.

Or a previously prepared highway map could be used.

Maps which provide the desired information may however be out of date
or may not even exist.

Also, field research is often very expensive if

not almost impossible as a practical matter.
Processes exist which can arrive at a first approximation without
going into the field or using previously-prepared maps or analyses of
other forms.

If, for an example, a map derived from aerial photography

could be developed from which the spatial distribution of physical
phenomenon, for example, land use, transportation networks, could be
ascertained, then information needed to make the identification of
residential land could be obtained in a simplified and, perhaps, more
efficient manner.

One such process that offers considerable opportunity

is remote sensing.
Remote sensing is

the measurement or acquisition of information of

some property of an object or phenomenon, by a recording device that is
not in physical or intimate contact with the object or phenomenon under
study.

Common examples of remote sensing systems are aerial cameras and

multi-spectral scanning devices which are carried aloft by aircraft and
unmanned satellites.

Although many different remote sensing systems and

products exist, the conventional aerial photograph would be able to
provide information useful in analyzing the landscape adequately.
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Remote sensing processes are often more effective in accomplishing

a task and are frequently less expensive than other methods such as field
trips.

Maps, for example, are selective in what they represent and

become outdated rapidly.

The field research needed to develop maps and

keep them updated is not only expensive and time consuming, but also
sometimes inaccurate.

The identification, by name and location, of the

residential sites or developments of this study involved a combination of
(1) searching records, (2)· traversing areas, and (3) inspecting aerial
photos.

In some instances--especially in western Sarpy County--after

courthouse records had given some indication of the loci of developments,
aerial photos were inspected in order to add identification.

Then

certain portions of the areas were traversed by automobile as a further
check.

Such a process, involving "ground truthing" of the photos, was

followed in this case in order to confirm the proposition that remote
sensing and its resultant photos are technically efficient, i.e., requiring
an appropriate number of hours of effort, in the identification of rural
land uses.
Remote sensing products can aid the land-use evaluator by providing
"pictures" of spatial relationships of the disparate elements.

Generalizing,

some of the specific tasks that may be accomplished using remote sensing
processes and products, such as maps, are as follows:
1.

identification of land uses in general.

2.

identification of trends in land use over time.

3.

identification of soil and vegetation types.

4.

identification of flood prone areas.

S.

identification of service and commercial centers, transportation
networks, and population centers.

6.

identification of the "distances" involved in the spatial
network of all the above.

A complete verification of the applicability of remote sensing to the
matter of rural residential land identification being considered in this
study requires further research.
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APPENDIX B
PLj\TTED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS STUDIED
Sarpy Counl;,;l
1.

Echo Hills

24.

Point Sans Arc

2.

The Meadows

25.

Sher-Ann Estates

3.

Westmont

26.

Sedlacek Estates

4.

Country Estates

5.

Melia Hill

6.

Sarpy Heights

7.

Wesi:ridge Farms

8.

Fairview Heights

9.

Beacon View

10.

Thomas Riverside Acres

11.

Villa Springs

12.

Hawaiian Village

13.

Meadow Oaks

14.

Schmid Park

15.

Thousand Oaks

16.

Millard Highlands South

17.

Willow Creek

18.

Rock Creek

19.

Wood Hollow

20.

Masters Addition

21.

Coronado

22.

Prairie Corners

23.

Platte Valley

Washington County
1.

Rolling Acres

2.

Fawn Ridge

3.

Pioneer Hills

4.

Lakeland Estates

5.

Lookinglass Hills

6.

Surrey Hills

7.

Kaer's Addition

8.

Spring Valley

9.

River Bend Acres

10.

133 Estates

11.

Lakeview Estates

12.

Country Lands
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